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1. Settlements



• The basis of the Commission’s settlement procedure, which applies
to cartels only, is that the parties admit the infringement and their
liability for their participation in it in return for 10% reduction in
the amount of the fine

• It is not a negotiation process – after investigating the cartel, the
Commission presents its case and it is up to the parties if they wish
to accept the settlement,

• It is not an investigatory tool – not like plea bargaining in US where 
lower fines are available for cooperating. This co-operation is dealt 
with in the EU under our leniency programme.
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What is a settlement and what is it not?



• Settlement Regulation and Settlement Notice

• Investigation finalised

• Initiation of proceedings with formal exploration of parties’ interest

• First settlement meeting: presentation by Commission of ‘case
overview’ and ‘key evidence’

• Access to ‘key evidence’ and list of all evidence
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Procedure 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32008R0622&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52008XC0702(01)&from=EN


• Second settlement meeting: agreement on ‘case overview’ and
‘value of sales’

• Settlements ‘range of fines’ decision by College

• Third settlement meeting: disclosure of maximum fine

• Settlement submission by parties:
• 15 days deadline

• Voluntary submission of liability of described infringement and commitment to
pay a maximum fine

• Confirmation that ‘rights of defence’ have been respected
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Procedure 



• Statement of Objections (reflecting ‘case overview’)

• Reply of parties: confirmation that SO reflects settlement
submission and no request for oral hearing

• Advisory Committee meeting

• Settlement Decision adoption
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Procedure



• Settlement is thus a faster case resolution mechanism, an efficiency
tool, pure and simple:
o it allows us to do more cases with the same resources

o it frees up resources in particular to help our ex officio enforcement (important
as these cases tend to be resource intensive)

o it increases deterrence as there is greater and faster enforcement since it allows
the adoption of a decision earlier than in the ordinary procedure.

• Efficiencies for Commission:
• No full access to file

• No oral hearing
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Efficiencies 



• Efficiencies for parties:
• 10% fine reduction

• Lower legal costs

• Shorter decision (may help in private damage claims)

• Quicker and final resultation – the page is turned
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Efficiencies 



• Hybrid: some parties settle but others pull out during the process
and both a settlement decision and a normal decision have to be
adopted

• The Commission prefers to have all parties on board for settlements
but does see efficiency savings in hybrids notably savings on
appeals (it is difficult for the parties to appeal on substance when
they have admitted the infringement).
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Hybrid settlements - 1



• Extremely successful: half of our cases get settled

• Win/win for all

• Only once did we have to stop ‘settlement’ and go back to normal
procedure (smart card chips case)
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Conclusion on settlements
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2. Commitments



Main types of Commission decision under Regulation 1/2003

• Article 7 : Infringement

• Article 8 : Interim measures 

• Article 9 : Commitments

• Article 10 : No infringement 
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Background (1)



Infringement decisions vs commitment decisions

• Infringement decisions

o Find an infringement

o May impose cease & desist order, fines and/or remedies

• Commitment decisions

o No finding of infringement

o No fine

o Accept commitments and make them binding
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Background (2)



• Initiative

o Initiative of the parties

o Commission must be convinced of parties genuine willingness to
propose effective commitments

o Commission retains margin of discretion

• Commission issues a Preliminary Assessment

o Clearly defined competition concerns

o Well-defined theory of harm substantiated by evidence

• Parties submit commitments
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Procedure (1)



• Acceptable commitments         market test

o Publication in EU Official Journal + targeted requests for information

o Description of concerns + link to commitments text + invitation to 
comment

• Advisory Committee

• Final decision
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Procedure (2)



• Commission has margin of discretion

• Case by case analysis 

• Excluded : cases where the Commission intends to impose a fine (i.e. 
cartels, procedural infringements, past infringements)

• Not excluded : infringements which could lead to a fine
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Choice of infringement decision v 

commitments decision (1)



Factors related to the type of decision

• Commitment decision

o Efficient and swift solving of competition concerns

o Procedural economy

• Infringement decision

o Fines/deterrence

o Precedent value

o Actions for damages
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Choice of infringement decision v 

commitments decision (2)



Case specific factors

• Effective commitments possible?

• Commitments offered : effective, clear, unconditional, easy to monitor

• Timing

• Number of parties, whether all are willing to offer commitments

NB: Overall, commitment decisions work when there is more to gain from 
fixing future functioning of the market rather than punishing past conduct
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Choice of infringement decision v 

commitments decision (3)



• Commitments can go further than the remedies that the Commission 
would have been able to impose in an infringement decision (Alrosa 
Judgment, Court of Justice)

• Both behavioural and structural commitments possible

• Choice based on particular case and commitments offered

• But Commission must choose least burdensome among several effective 
offers (usually behavioural)
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Scope & type of commitments



• The commitment itself

• Implementation date

• Reporting

• Review Clause

• Anti-circumvention clause 

• Duration & termination

• Trustee
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Content of the commitments



• Implementing (trustee)

• Monitoring

o Complaints (customers competitors, trustee, regulator)

o Commission own screening (based on reporting obligations)

• Sanctions for non-compliance

o Fine 

o Periodic penalty payments

• Re-opening of proceedings on substance possible 
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After the Commitments



Thank you – Questions?

This document has been prepared for the European Commission; however, it reflects the views 
only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be 
made of the information contained therein. 


